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30th September 2017
An Enhanced Investment Opportunity
You may be aware that last summer (17th May 2016 to be precise), we launched our VARIO strategy.
This is a fully systematic strategy that trades 7 metal and energy futures products on a short-term
outright basis. We traded with proprietary capital for the first eleven months, and in April this year
accepted the first external investor (he was an existing investor in our AEGIR strategy). Despite a
difficult April, the strategy has performed well and we are starting to market it externally now that
people have returned from their summer holidays.
As you would expect from Jaguar, the strategy has an attractive risk profile with disciplined downside,
but the purpose of this note is to highlight how well it fits with an investment in our AEGIR strategy.
Given that you are an existing investor in AEGIR, I thought you might be interested to see the
performance of a combined investment – we believe this to be compelling.
Period
Fee Structure

: 1st October 2014 to 30th September 2017 (36 months).
: 1% Management Fee, monthly in arrears
: 20% Performance Fee, quarterly in arrears with HWM applied
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You can see that the AEGIR & VARIO performance has yielded just over 17% over the period (net of all
fees). This performance assumes a 50%:50% investment (ie $1m into AEGIR and $1m into VARIO). A
table of metrics for the combined portfolio is shown below;
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As above, we believe this to be a robust investment strategy. Highlights include the low drawdown (daily
and monthly), low volatility and low margin requirement.
We would be pleased to talk to you in more detail if you think this might be of interest to you.
Kind regards

Colin O’Neill,

Director
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Notes
NB: From 1st October 2014 to 16th May 2016, the VARIO data is back-tested and hypothetical.
This document is being issued by Jaguar Investments Limited and is for private circulation only.
PURSUANT TO AN EXEMPTION FROM THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION IN
CONNECTION WITH ACCOUNTS OF QUALIFIED ELIGIBLE PERSONS, THIS BROCHURE OR ACCOUNT
DOCUMENT IS NOT REQUIRED TO BE, AND HAS NOT BEEN, FILED WITH THE COMMISSION. THE
COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING COMMISSION DOES NOT PASS UPON THE MERITS OF
PARTICIPATING IN A TRADING PROGRAM OR UPON THE ADEQUACY OR ACCURACY OF COMMODITY
TRADING ADVISOR DISCLOSURE. CONSEQUENTLY, THE COMMODITY FUTURES TRADING
COMMISSION HAS NOT REVIEWED OR APPROVED THIS TRADING PROGRAM OR THIS BROCHURE OR
ACCOUNT DOCUMENT.
The information contained in this document is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced,
distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose without the prior written consent of Jaguar
Investments. Under no circumstances is this report to be used or considered as an offer to sell, or a
solicitation of any offer to buy any security. Any such offering may be made only by means of an offering
memorandum and/or investor agreement that will be furnished to prospective investors who express
further interest in the strategy. Each potential investor is advised to review the offering memorandum
and/or investor agreement of the relevant investment product, and consult with his/her own advisors
regarding the suitability of an investment in the relevant investment product by such potential investor.
An investment in the strategy is speculative and involves a high degree of risk. The strategy's
performance can be volatile and there can be no assurance that the strategy will achieve its investment
objectives. While an investment in the strategy may result in profits, it may also result in losses –
investors may lose all or a substantial amount of their investment. The strategy may employ leverage
which can magnify gains or losses. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE
PERFORMANCE. The information and opinions contained in this document are for background purposes
only, and do not purport to be full or complete. While the information in this report has been obtained
from sources which we believe to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and, as such, the
information may be incomplete or condensed. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or
limited, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this
document by any of Jaguar Investments Limited, its partners or employees and no liability is accepted
by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of any such information or opinions. As such, any
reliance you may place on this information or the validity of our opinion is at your own risk. All opinions
and estimates included in this report constitute Jaguar Investments' judgment as of the date of
publication and are subject to change without notice.
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